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Introduction
The purpose of this document is to show you how to perform the basic functions of
•
•
•
•
•

Auditing a report
Making payments and updating your G/L
Maintaining user profiles
Edit other tables such as expense types, merchant table, location table, etc.
Controlling pre-populated items

In addition to these tasks, you may also want to consult the "Getting the most from ESS" document.
That document will describe how to set up ESS so that the tasks described below will be accomplished
efficiently.

Auditing Reports
The number one goal of ESS is to make your job as an expense report processer easier. To do this, ESS
provides tools and features that let you quickly ID what you need to do. Some of the features are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

work queues to let you quickly locate the reports that require your attention
guidelines that will check a report for reasonableness and red flag possible issues
ability to let you know what receipts are required base on expense type and amount
lets you know the total number of receipts required.
displays who approved the report and when they approved it
ability to edit reports to correct entries

Login into the "Audit and Administration" module
To access the "Audit and Administration" (aka, "Admin") module you can use either a link to the
reporters module or a direct link to the Audit module. If you use the link to the reporter module, you
should click the Go to Admin link in the upper right-hand corner of the login box.

This link will take you to the Admin module login screen.

Enter your email address in the "E-mail" field and you ESS password in the "Password" field. If you are
using an LDAP sign-on (one password for all your applications) this password will be the same,
otherwise, you'll have been informed of the initial password.

Audit queue - version one
The audit queue displays all the reports that require auditing. This allows for quick access to reports as
well as creating an orderly workflow. Generally at the end of each reimbursement cycle the queue
should be empty. If there is a report left in the queue, there should be a reason, such as you waiting for
special documentation, that the report has not been processed. It is possible to bulk audit reports by
checking the box to the left of each report line and entering your password on this screen. However,
normally reports will be reviewed.

To look at the detail of the report and the receipts, click on the Select link at the right of the report line.
This will bring up the "Audit Copy" for the selected expense report.

The Audit Copy is easily recognized be the yellow-orange of the boxes. Prominent in the Audit Copy is
the "Expense Guidelines" check right under the report header information. This compares the report
against your corporate spending guidelines as defined in ESS's guidelines table. This section will red flag
items that do not meet corporate policy.
Below this section is the trip purpose and related expenses section. Normally there will only be one
purpose section, however, on reports that originate from the ESS legacy reporter module there can be
more than one purpose section.
The purpose section indicates the reason for the expenses, the to/from dates, and other accounting
information such as projects, clients, etc. Underneath the purpose box, is a list of expenses associated
with that porpose. They are listed in date order with date totals for each date. The expense line also
give detailed information about each expense.

After the expense listing by date, the next section is the "Receipts Section". This section is a working
section. This are the items that make this section extremely useful to a report auditor:
•
•
•
•

The "OK" box on the left of the receipt lets auditors check off that they have reviewed and
acounted for this receipt and its documentation.
The "Receipt Req[uired]" column indicates if the receipt image or physical receipt is required.
The total number of receipt images or physical receipts required by this report is displayed at
the bottom of this section
Links to any images associated with this report are provided.

Audit queue - version two - fast track reports
Quite often, reports do not require much auditing and can be 'fast tracked'. This means that an auditor
is only required to make a cursory review of the report. A company can set any criteria it wants to place
a report in the fast track queue. General, the report will have met these criteria:
•
•

If a manager sign off is required, the report has been signed
There are no required receipts, images or physical

Additional, in conjunction will the routing rules, the fast track queue can be set up only to allow items
reports that have passed the guidelines (i.e., no red flags).

Unlike the main audit queue, bulk auditing is a realistic option.

Investigations
During the course of your day, you will often need to research reports to:
•
•
•
•

Check if an item has already been paid
Answer questions from managers
Report when a trip has been taken
Provide information to your auditors

Before ESS, this often meant a trip to the file cabinets. With ESS you can accomplish this with the
"Report Selection" option located either under the "Audit:" sub-menu or the "Research:" sub-menu.

Enter the criteria on the fields and ESS will display only those reports in a list, similar to you audit queue,
that match the specified criteria. Then by selecting the report you will be able to see the expense report
and all the attached receipts.

Releasing reports for payment
After you have audited your reports, you will want to pay them and make your entries to the G/L. This is
usually done on a daily, weekly or monthly cycle. Regardless of what your cycle is, this document will
refer to the process where reporters are reimbursed and the G/L, as well as other systems, is updated as
the "End of Day" (EOD) process.
To begin the EOD process, you need to batch the reports that will be paid. Batching the reports will:
•
•

Stamp them with the current date
Change the report's status from audited to paid

This way you will be able to identify when you paid a report. It also groups the reports for the
accounting feeds. To create an EOD batch you will select the "Release for Payment" option under the
"Process:" sub-menu. Once you have done this, you will get a list of all the reports that are currently in
audited status.

On the left side of the list, there is a check box. The default, in most installation, is to have this box
checked. If you do not wish to further process a report, for any reason, you must uncheck this box.
Reason for not processing a report might include:
•
•

You do not have the correct payment for an individual
You know of a "compensating" report or advance

However, most of the time you will release all the reports. After you have clicked the "Release the
checked reports for processing" button, ESS will ask you to confirm the action. After you have
confirmed it, ESS will batch the reports as paid with today's date.

This doesn't mean they have been paid. To actually pay the reports you will either:
•
•

perform a manual process
run the EOD feed creation process

Hopefully it will be the second option.

Run feed creation
To create the EOD feeds, select the "EOD Feed Creation" option under the "Process:" sub-menu. This
will display a list of all the reports that are in the current EOD batch.

To create the feeds, simple click on the "Create feeds for the reports" buttons. Once you confirm this
action, the EOD feed creation process will be launched as a background process on your server. When
the process has completed, an email will be sent to you.
If you ever need to go back an re-run an EOD feed, you can. Enter the batch date in the "Batch update
date:" field and the click the "Select batch" button. This will bring up a list of the report in the select
batch and by then clicking the "Create feeds for these reports" button, you can re-run an EOD feed. Be
careful though as sometimes automated process have been set up by IT that may repost work or worse,
make duplicate payments if batches are re-run. Use with caution.

EOD controls and check points
ESS has.....

Other end of day options
The "Process:" sub-menu contains other options that will come in useful:
•

•

Payment Messages - This option will send email messages out to people indicating that their
report has been processed. The message is customizable and usually lets the reporter know
when and how they can expect payment.
Follow-up Notifications - This opt

•

•

Latest EOD Journal - The EOD journal shows all the detailed accounting entries in the standard
G/L feed, as well as, providing summaries for debit and credit accounts. This is always for the
latest EOD batch feed run.
Latest Payments - This shows the payment to be made for each report. The report also have
summaries for reporters and payment methods.

How the edit screens work
The edit screens in ESS are used to maintains the various tables that provide information on reporters,
accounts, rates, merchants, projects, clients, and more. These screens are laid out similar to the project
screen, which we will use as an example.

There are three parts to the project screen:
•
•
•

In the lower right there is a link that will take you back to the previous screen.
Underneath the screen title is the form that needs to be filled out. If you are creating a new
entry, enter the information in the form and click on the "OK - Accept any Changes" button.
Below the form is the "Project List" button which will display a list of all theprojects. In the
other edit screens, there may be some selection criteria, but with the project list all projects will
be shown.

To edit an existing entry use the list button to display a list of the items in the table. Fields highlighted in
yellow cannot be changed.

If you want to edit an exisitng project record, select the in edit link to the right of the row. To delete one
or more projects from the list, place a check in the box to the left of the item and click on the "Remove"
button.

Creating a new user
You have a selection of two screens to enter a new user into ESS. Your choice depends on whether you
are using a company personnel number or not.
•

•

User Primary Screen - use this screen to create a new user if you company uses personnel
numbers that are unique to an individual. You will need to know a user's personnel number to
before you can create a record for them in ESS. This screen will also be used to edit existing user
records.
Create A New User - use this screen if you want ESS to automatically assign a personnel number
to a new user that is unique within ESS. This screen is only used to create new users and cannot
be used to edit existing user records.

Here is an example of a user record as displayed by the User Primary Screen.

Here is what each field is used for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Personnel # - Primary id of the user in the system.
Last Name - Used on reports.
First Name - Used on reports.
Location/Grouping - Group, building, city, state or country is indicate where a user is physically
located. No accounting is done with this field
Phone - Will be used by you to contact the user
E-Mail - login ID and ESS will send informational messages to this email address
Department, Company - used to bill expenses and route reports.
Employee Tracking Code - used by some companies to track expenses through the G/L
Menu Display - should normally be set to 'a'.
Primary Function - indicates which simple reports a user can view.
Approval Limit - this is the signing limit that a manager has. In some approval setups, signing
limits are an integral part of the approval process.
Guideline Group - selects the guideline group to run against this user's reports. Guidelines are
used to route reports and red flag them.
Reimbursement Method - The method by which this user's expenses will be reimbursed.
Usually the same across all the users of a company.
Show Expense Category - Tells ESS which expense category to display in this user's expense pulldown.
Profile Active - Should normally be set to 'Yes'. A 'No' will prevent this user from logging on.
Password, Last Changed - Normally the password field will be left blank. The current password
is not displayed. Only enter a new password into this field if you want to change the users
current password.
Manager - This field contains the personnel # of the user's manager. It is used during report
approval and allowing the manager access to the expense report information for this user.

If you want to edit an existing user recode, unlike the example with the project screen, the user screen
has two search buttons that require select criteria to be entered into them. There are two search fields:
•

•

Last name - Enter the left most letters to bring up a list with name beginning with those letters.
For example: entering "smi" would bring up all users with last names beginning in "Smi", such
as, Smiley, Smith, Smitz, etc.
Personnel # - Enter a personnel # or a portion of the left digits to create a list of users from
which to select.

The user list functions like the project example above.

Other user profile maintenance
There are four other screens that let you control information in user's profile. These are:
•

•
•
•

User ACH Info - If you are reimbursing your users through an ACH transfer with your bank,
information on how to pay each user is maintained here. For details on the ACH payment
process consult the ACH Payment Setup document which can be access in "System Admin: "
sub-menu professional documents.
User Card Info - This screens lets you maintain information about users credit cards. It is useful
if you are importing transaction from a corporate credit card feed.
User Fleet Info - If your users have fleet vehicles, you can store information about the vehicle
and how to reimburse the user as a result of vehicle usage.
User Misc Info - This screen lets you set optional fields that control how a user creates a report.
Most of these items will override site and company setup parametes. Items include mileage
rate, mileage type, home currency, language, country, date format, and decimal indicator.

Mileage rates
When a reporter makes a mileage claim, they enter that miles traveled and the system will calculate the
reimbursement for them automatically. This ensures that the correct rate is being used. In order for
this process to provide the correct rate, ESS has a rate table that needs to be maintained whenever
there is a change in the mileage rates. Rates are specific to the units (i.e., kilometers or miles), the
reimbursement currency, and company.

The effective date indicates that date that the rate went into effect. Mileage claims made prior to the
effective will be reimbursed at the previous rate. If you want to see a list of all the rates, click on the
"Mileage Rates" button located at the bottom of the screen.

Besides kilometers and miles there are other units, such as "Pers_Miles" that are used by companies
that have fleet vehicles.

Pre-populated items
Pre-populated items are entries that originate from outside of ESS. They come several sources:
•
•
•

Credit card import - credit card entries from corporate crads
Feed from travel agency - usually consists for airline tickets
Users' mobile phones or email accounts - notations made and texted t or emailed in through the
Email and Text Gateway (ETG).

The "Pre-populated items:" sub-menu contains the following options
•
•
•
•
•

Database Access - investigate and change an individual entry
Add a New Item - manually add a pre-populated entry
Reconcilement - used by companies that perform a manual reconcilement of corporate credit
card items again entery expense report receipts
Import a File - will import a file that contains pre-populated items into ESS
Open Item Notification - send emails to users indicating that they have pre-populated items to
apply to their expense report.

The pre-populated screen

The fields on the pre-populated screen are:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-populated Status - This is where this entry is at in the expense report process. "New"
indicates that the item has just been imported or come in through the ETG. When a reporter
selects the item for a report, the status is changed to "User Accepted". After the report has
been released for payment, this status will be changed to "Reconciled
Payment Method - the payment method that corresponds to the origin of this item. Cash items
a from the ETG.
Card Number - either a credit card number, travel number, or personnel number associated
with the reporter
Vendor Reference - number provided by the vendor or ETG for investigation purposes
Amount - expense amount
Employee/Device - A name provided by the vendor to identify who incurred the charge. The
ETG places either the phone number or email address of the reporter
Transaction Date - date the charge was incurred by the reporter
Statement Date - date the item was imported

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SIC Code - this is a code that indicates the nature of the charge. ESS uses this to determine
which expense type to provide for an item.
Detail Info - extra information about the item. Free text.
Reconcilement Date - This is the date the item was reconciled against a receipt in the receipt
table. Items with a date here should also have a status "Reconciled".
Cross Reference - Unique reference to the receipt in the receipt table (OKREF) that corresponds
to this item.
Date Vendor Paid - Date the vendor was paid. Optional.
Foreign Fields - If a credit card import and if a foreign charge, the original charge amount and
conversion rate will be here.
Scan Reference - if there is a receipt image in the scan table, a reference to that item will be
here. This is used by items that come in through the ETG.

Scan Addresses
As a security measure, the ETG will only accept text and email input from registered phone numbers and
email addresses that are in the scan address table. There are two reasons for this. First, ESS needs to be
able to map a phone number or email address to a reporter to apply the notation or image. Secondly,
this prevents spurious items from entering ESS.
To make an entry to the scan address table, the reporters go through a registration process that is
described in "Using ESS - Guide to creating, submitting and approving expense reports" called
registration. Items can be added and edited by expense report administrators and auditors if the need
arises.

The scan status can currently have one of three values:
•
•
•

Confirm - The address has been registered but the user has not completed the confirmation
process so notations and images will not be processed by the ETG.
Upload - Notations and images will be processed by the ERG. Notation will be entered to the
pro-populated items table and images will be added to the scan table
Inactive - address will not be processed

In addition, status types Add, Create and Blocked are being reserved for future usage.

Conclusion
The best way to learn ESS is by "giving it a whack". If you break anything, let us know at
service@expenseservices.com and we'll try our best to fix it. If you have any ideas on how to make ESS
better also send them in. Thanks.

